Specifications

Economy:
Volume manufacturing economics and accurate, factory configurations eliminate the problem of having to build your own control.

Highest-quality Components:
- Hoffman™ cabinets
- Heavy-duty, industrial fuses, relays and starters
- Anti-tie-down, twin-palm feed buttons – opto touch
- Transformer for 110 volts on controls

Standard Circuits:
- Air drill
- Air tap
- Air deep hole drill
- Hydraulic drill
- Hydraulic deep hole drill
- LS-300 and LS-500 lead screw tap with air brake
- LS-300 and LS-500 lead screw tap with electric brake
- LS-175 lead screw tap with air brake
- LS-175 lead screw tap with electric brake
- Air tap/drill
- LS-300 and LS-500 lead screw tap & drill with air brake
- LS-300 and LS-500 lead screw tap & drill with electric brake
- Combination drill/tap tool (DRAP)